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in context, as well as the modelling "with" argument, not only "of" argument, continuing to provide inspiration and research challenges right across the fields of AI and cognitive science. Second, its nature: CMNA is still a venue for scholarly discussion and informal presentations, rather than a primarily publication oriented venue, uniquely positioned in the current climate.
The workshop focuses on the issue of modelling "natural" argumentation, where natural can mean different things in different contexts. Naturalness may involve the use of means which are more visual than linguistic to illustrate a point, such as graphics or multimedia, or the use of more sophisticated rhetorical devices, interacting at various layers of abstraction, or the exploitation of "extra-rational" characteristics of the audience, taking into account emotions and affective factors, or simply the way in which argumentation "happens" in various contexts. In particular, throughout the years, CMNA has seen contributions on ontological aspects and cognitive issues, the linguistic characteristics of natural argumentation, the generation of natural argument, corpus argumentation results and techniques, models of arguments in various contexts, from the legal to the medical to the pedagogical or the financial, discussions on rhetoric and affect, the role of emotions in argumentation, and the list goes on.
While, as said before, no formal publication is envisaged as a final aim of the workshops, the event has produced a number of archival output throughout the years, such as a special issue of the International Journal of Intelligent Systems, and volumes with revised paper collections. The present issue is the latest of this output, and presents a selection of papers from more recent editions, all revised and extended.
The papers in this issue demonstrate the broad and interdisciplinary character of CMNA. There is a paper about an innovative, argument-based app for healthy living (Lindgren et al. "An activity-centric argumentation framework for assistive technology aimed at improving health"), more formal theoretical work based on Pollock's epistemological and cognitively inspired type of argumentation (Wei & Prakken's "An analysis of critical-link semantics with variable degrees of justification"), and a more semi-formal approach to distinguishing argument and explanation (Bex and Walton's "Combining explanation and argumentation in dialogue"). Furthermore, two papers investigate the connections between arguments in natural language and more formal, structured arguments (Wyner et al.'s "Working on the argument pipeline: through flow issues between natural language argument, instantiated arguments, and argumentation frameworks" and Budzynska et al.'s "Theoretical foundations for illocutionary structure parsing").
The diversity of topics in this issue testifies to the number of communities reached out by CMNA: the decision to maintain it as a peripatetic venue, co-hosted by different conferences, ensures CMNA is able to expose argumentation theory and practice to different sub-communities of AI, and in turn other sister disciplines. This has helped create a community of scholars who supports the workshop in its various editions as a dedicated, committed and ever expanding Programme Committee, in turn securing a healthy and interesting workshop environment for the future.
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